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Abstract
We consider applications of clustering tech-
niques, Mean Shift and Self-Organizing
Maps, to surface reconstruction (mesh-
ing) from scattered point data and review
a novel kernel-based clustering method.

Keywords: clustering, meshing, scattered
data

Introduction

Clustering of a set of objects consists of parti-
tioning the set into groups (clusters) of similar
objects. Clustering is one of the core data min-
ing techniques. This paper describes an ongo-
ing joint research between DISI and MPII teams
with AIM@SHAPE project framework1 on us-
ing clustering techniques for surface reconstruc-
tion from scattered data. The paper consists of
two parts (clusters). In the first part, we consider
applications of clustering to surface reconstruc-
tion from scattered point data. In the second
part, we briefly review an alternative clustering
method which we plan to employ for surface re-

1AIM@SHAPE is a Network of Excellence project
within EU’s Sixth Framework Programme. The project
involves research groups from 14 institutions and is
aimed at basic and applied studies of digital shape
modeling.

construction in combination or as an alternative
to the two presented algorithms.

1 Clustering Techniques for
Meshing Scattered Data

While clustering has found successful use in
mesh decimation [1, 2], the predominant sur-
face applications where clustering is employed
are surface reconstruction [3, 4] and multires-
olution modeling [5, 6, 7]. In this section,
we present two applications of clustering tech-
niques for surface reconstruction. The first [8]
is based on kernel density estimation and makes
use of the Mean Shift technique [9, 10, 11] while
the other [12, 13], inspired by Growing Cell
Structures (GCSs) [14], utilizes Self-Organizing
Maps (SOMs) [15] to identify sharp features in
a point cloud.

1.1 Clustering for sparse meshing

Schall et al. [8] propose a clustering method for
sparse surface reconstruction from dense, noisy
surface scattered data. Their approach is in-
spired by the kernel density estimation method
(Parzen-window estimation method). The ap-
proach computes for every input pointpi of a
noisy point cloudP = {p1, . . . ,pN} a local
uncertainty function measuring the contribution
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of pi to the smooth surfaceS which was sam-
pled byP . After the local functions are com-
bined to a global uncertainty function, their lo-
cal minima are determined using a procedure
similar to the Mean Shift technique [9, 10, 11].
Therefore, a subset ofP is chosen as start points
for the gradient-descent like algorithm proposed
in [8]. After a small number of iterations, the
start points converge to local minima of the
global uncertainty function which are aligned on
a smooth surface.

This method can be considered as a cluster-
ing approach as several start points converge to
the same local minimum of the defined global
uncertainty function. As it is not necessary that
several points represent one minimum, one ap-
proximation center is calculated for them using
standard Mean Shift. The clustering starts by
centering a spherical kernel with a fixed size at a
random converged point. Then the kernel is iter-
atively moved by applying Mean Shift iterations
until it convergences at the centroid of the clus-
ter. Finally, all points in the kernel are clustered
to the kernel center. This process is iterated
until all points have been clustered. The com-
puted representatives are approximation centers
of the sampled smooth surface and form a much
sparser set than the noisy scattered input data.
Thus, the method is able to represent a smooth
surface approximating the noisy scattered input
data using much fewer approximation centers
than the given input points.

Once the approximation centers are deter-
mined, their application is versatile. The ap-
proximated smooth surface can be rendered us-
ing different visualization techniques like, for
instance, surface splatting or point cloud ray
tracing. The work of Schall et al., on the con-
trary, focuses on computing a mesh accurately
representing the sampled smooth surface as the
mesh representation allows for other applica-
tions like, for instance, surface modeling and
finite element simulations. The mesh can be
reconstructed using an arbitrary meshing tech-
nique. In the presented work, two well-known
Delaunay-based reconstruction methods from
the field of computational geometry are used,
namely Power Crust of Amenta et al. [16] and
Tight Cocone developed by Dey et al. [17]. The
presented technique robustly produces accurate
sparse smooth meshes with minimal noise (see

Figure 1).

Figure 1: Left: Noisy point cloud of the Ar-
madillo model (2.4M points). Right:
Smooth and accurate Tight Cocone re-
construction from a sparse set of ap-
proximation centers (240K). A zoom
of the left foot is illustrated.

1.2 Feature Sensitive Surface
Reconstruction with SOMs

This algorithm, like the previous one, aims to
obtain a triangle mesh representation,M , of a
surface,S, from a point cloud,P , sampled from
it. Here,M has the further property that it is
dense in areas corresponding to high curvature
areas and creases inS, and sparse in areas rep-
resenting flat areas ofS.

A modified SOM is used for the purpose. In-
stead of the traditional two dimensional grid, it
is initialized as a tetrahedron. The idea is to
make dual use of the SOM – as the curvature
detection method, and as the triangle mesh,M .
For these purposes, each node inM is equipped
with a real-valuedactivity counterdefaulted to
zero. A node’s neighbourhood consists of other
nodes that are connected to it by an edge.

The algorithm iterates over a few simple steps
until M attains a desired size. At any iteration,
M representsS at a certain level of detail (LOD)
which increases with the number of iterations.

Every iteration, the typical SOM operations
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are performed –P is sampled and the corre-
sponding winner, i.e. the node inM that is clos-
est to the sample, is moved towards the sam-
ple. The subsequent SOM operation of mov-
ing the winner’s neighbours towards the sam-
ple is adapted to a triangle mesh setting, i.e. to
ensure smoothness and resolve unwanted mesh
artefacts, a few iterations of discrete Laplacian
smoothing are applied to the winner’s neigh-
bourhood. A measure of the accompanying
change in the winner’s normal is added to the
winner’s activity counter.

Every few iterations, a new node is added to
M in the neighbourhood of the node with the
highest counter value. A little less frequently,
the removal operation is executed where nodes
which have not been the winners since the last
removal operation are removed fromM . During
all operations, the triangle mesh connectivity of
M is preserved. Once the addition of a node
pushes the size ofM above a specified size, the
algorithm terminates.

While there is no intermediate step involving
an explicit clustering of data points inP , the
activity counter inM induces an implicit clus-
tering. For any point inP , the relative counter
value of the closest node inM reflects the curva-
ture characteristics of the area ofS that the point
corresponds to. If the counter value of the node
is relatively high, the point corresponds to a high
curvature area or a crease inS, while a relatively
low counter value implies that the point corre-
sponds to a flatter area ofS. This information is
vital in steering the reconstruction towards the
desired goal. Figure 2 illustrates how the node
density inM depends only on the curvature of
S and not on the point distribution inP .

2 A kernel method for clustering

In this section we briefly review a kernel method
for clustering [18] which could be adapted for
surface reconstruction. The method starts off by
initializing K centers in feature space and, for
each center, computing the smallest sphere en-
closing theclosestdata. Following a K-Means-
like strategy, the centers are moved repeatedly
by computing, at each iteration and for each
center, the smallest sphere enclosing theclos-
estdata until no center changes anymore. The

Figure 2: 5K reconstructions of the cube (top,
from [13]) and Max Planck model
(bottom, from [12]) following the den-
sity of P (left) and following the cur-
vature ofS (right).

method is based on two algorithms, K-Means
and one-class SVM, which we now outline.

2.1 K-Means

K-Means [19] is a classical algorithm for clus-
tering. We first fix the notation: letD =
{xi}`i=1 be a data set withxi ∈ IRN . We call
codebookthe setW = {wk}Kk=1 with wk ∈ IRN

andK � `. The Voronoi region (Rk) of the
codevectorwk is the set of all vectors in IRN for
whichwk is thenearest codevector

Rk = {x ∈ IRN | k = arg min
j=1,...,K

‖x− wj‖}.

The partition of IRN formed by all Voronoi re-
gions associated to the codebookW is called
Voronoi tessellation. TheVoronoi set (Vk) of the
codevectorwk is the set of all vectors inD for
whichwk is thenearest vectorthat is

Vk = {xi ∈ D | k = arg min
j=1,...,K

‖xi − wj‖}.
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For a fixed training setD, the quantization er-
ror ED(W ) associated to the Voronoi tessella-
tion induced by the codebookW can be written
as

ED(W ) =
1
2`

K∑
k=1

∑
xi∈Vk

‖xi − wk‖2. (1)

K-Meansis an iterative method for minimiz-
ing the quantization errorED(W ) by repeatedly
moving all codevectors to the arithmetic mean of
their Voronoi sets. It can be proved that anec-
essarycondition for a codebookW to minimize
the quantization error in eq.(1) is that each code-
vectorwk fulfills the centroid condition. In the
case of finite data setD and Euclidean distance,
the centroid condition reduces to

wk =
1
|Vk|

∑
xi∈Vk

xi, (2)

where|Vk| denotes the cardinality ofVk. There-
fore, K-Means is guaranteed to find a local min-
imum for the quantization error.

The K-Means algorithm consists of the fol-
lowing steps:

1. Initialize the codebookW with K code-
vectorswk, k = 1, ...,K (each vectorwk
drawn randomly without replacement from
the the setD)

2. Compute the Voronoi setVk of each code-
vectorwk

3. Move each codevectorwk to the mean of
Vk as in eq. (2)

4. Return the codebook if in step 3 no code-
vector changed, otherwise go to step 2

K-Means is an example of anExpectation-
Maximization(EM) algorithm. The Expectation
and Maximization steps are the second and third
steps respectively. Since each EM algorithm is
always convergent to a local minimum, the con-
vergence of K-Means is guaranteed. We note
that K-Means is abatch algorithm, that is all
inputs are evaluated before any adaptation, un-
like on-linealgorithms in which the codebook is
updated after the evaluation of each input. The
main drawback of K-Means is lack of robust-
ness with respect to outliers; this problem can
be easily appreciated by looking at the effect of
outliers in the computation of the mean in eq.
(2).

2.2 One-Class SVM

We start by recalling the definition of positive
definite function which is at the basis of one-
class SVM and kernel methods in general.

Definition 1 LetX be a nonempty set. A func-
tion G : X × X → IR is called a posi-
tive definite functionif and only ifG is sym-
metric (i.e G(x, y) = G(y, x) ∀x, y ∈ X)

and
n∑

j,k=1

cjckG(xj , xk) ≥ 0 for all n ≥ 2,

x1, . . . , xn ⊆ X andc1, . . ., cn ⊆ IR.

It can be shown [20] that a positive definite
function G implicitly defines a mappingΦ :
X → F from the input spaceX to the feature
spaceF endowed with an inner product defined
asG(x, y) = 〈Φ(x),Φ(y)〉.

Examples of positive definite functions are
thepolynomialkernel

G(x, y) = (x · y + 1)n

with x and y ∈ IRn andx · y denotes the or-
dinary inner product betweenx andy, and the
Gaussiankernel

G(x, y) = e−
‖x−y‖2

σ2 .

One-class SVM[21, 22, 23] is a kernel
method based on a support vector description of
a data set consisting of positive examples only.
If all data are in-liers one-class SVM computes
the smallest sphere in feature space enclosing
the image of the input data.

As before, we letD = {xi}`i=1 with xi ∈
IRN for all i. We start considering the case of
one-class SVM in input space. We look for the
smallest sphere of radiusR enclosing the data
xi. This is described by the constraints:

‖xi − a‖2 ≤ R2 i = 1 . . . `

where‖ · ‖ is the Euclidean norm anda is the
center of the sphere. The constraints can be re-
laxed by usingslackvariablesξi:

‖xi − a‖2 ≤ R2 + ξi (3)

with ξi ≥ 0 for all i = 1, ..., `. We solve the
problem of finding the smallest sphere introduc-
ing theLagrangianL:

∑̀
i=1

(R2 +ξi−‖xi−a‖2)αi−
∑̀
i=1

ξiβi+C
∑̀
i=1

ξi

(4)
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whereαi ≥ 0 andβi ≥ 0 for i = 1, ..., ` are
the Lagrange multipliers associated to the con-
straints (3) and to the slack variables,C is a

trade-off parameter and
∑̀
i=1

ξi the penalty term

accounting for the presence of outliers. From

the conditions
∂L

∂R
=
∂L

∂a
=
∂L

∂ξj
= 0, we get

∑̀
i=1

αi = 1, (5)

a =
∑̀
i=1

αixi, (6)

αi = C − βi i = 1, ..., `. (7)

Using eqs. (5), (6), and (7) the constrained min-
imization of the Lagrangian in eq. (4) can be
rewritten as the maximization of theWolfe dual
formL:

L =
∑̀
i=1

αixi · xi −
∑̀
i=1

∑̀
j=1

αiαjxi · xj (8)

subject to the constraints

0 ≤ αi ≤ C i = 1, . . . , ` and
∑̀
i=1

αi = 1.

Finally, the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions for
i = 1, ..., ` yield

ξiβi = 0 (9)

(R2 + ξi − ‖xi − a‖2)αi = 0. (10)

From eq. (6) it is clear that only the pointsxi for
which αi 6= 0 are needed for defining the cen-
ter of the sphere. These points are called Sup-
port Vectors. From condition (9), it follows that
for the pointsxi lying outside the sphere, since
ξi > 0, we haveβi = 0 and thus, from eq.
(7), αi = C. These support vectors are some-
times called bounded support vectors (BSV). If
0 < αi < C, from (7) and (9) we have that
βi 6= 0 and, hence,ξi = 0: therefore, the cor-
responding support vectorsxi, from (10), lie on
the surface of the sphere. Always from (10), it
follows that for all the pointsxi lying inside the
sphere we necessarily haveαi = 0.

From the dual form (8), it is clear that all what
has been said remains true if the ordinary in-
ner product between input points is replaced by

a positive definite functionG. Intuitively, this
is equivalent to think in terms of a one-class
SVM working in the feature space induced by
the choice of the kernel functionG. The dual
LagrangianL thus becomes

L =
∑̀
i=1

αiG(xi, xi)−
∑̀
i=1

∑̀
j=1

αiαjG(xi, xj)

with the αi subject to the same constraints of
above.

The only difference with respect to the case of
one-class SVM in input space is that if the map-
pingΦ is unknown (like for the Gaussian kernel)
the center of the sphere in feature space,A, can-
not be written explicitly as a linear combination
of the image of the training points. However,
the distanceR(x) in feature space between the
image ofany input pointx, Φ(x), andA can
be evaluated in terms of the kernel functionG
and the training pointsxi. Notice that the radius
of the sphere in feature space is equal toR(xj)
with xj any support vector for whichαj < C.

2.3 The Proposed Algorithm

For ease of convenience we describe the method
in some feature spaceF assuming we have ex-
plicit knowledge of the corresponding mapΦ for
whichξ = Φ(x). The idea is to considerK cen-
ters in feature space{Ak}Kk=1 ∈ F . We call
the setW = {A1, . . . ,AK} feature space code-
booksince in our method the centers in feature
space play the same role of the codevectors in
input space. In strict analogy with the codevec-
tors in input space, we define theVoronoi region
andVoronoi setin feature space for each center
Ak.

The Voronoi region in feature space, Rk, of
the centerAk is the set of all feature vectorsξ
such thatAk is the closest vector, or

Rk = {ξ ∈ F | k = arg min
j=1,...,K

‖ξ −AK‖}.

TheVoronoi set in feature space, Vk, of the cen-
terAk is the set of all feature vectorsξi = Φ(xi)
in F such thatAk is theclosest vector, or

Vk = {ξi ∈ F | k = arg min
j=1,...,K

‖ξi −Aj‖}
(11)

These definitions induce aVoronoi tessellation
of the feature space. Attracted by the idea of
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support vector description of data sets, the key
point of the proposed method is to describe each
cluster by a sphere of minimum radius. The as-
signment of which point to which cluster and the
spheres of minimum radius are obtained through
an iterative procedure similar to K-means. Start-
ing off with a cluster inizialitazion based on a
small number of points, at each iteration a one
class SVM is trained on each cluster and the ob-
tained spheres are used to compute the Voronoi
setVk. The procedure stops when no Voronoi
set changes.

In the attempt to gain robustness against out-
liers, an interesting variant (which in principle
could also be applied to K-means) is to modify
the notion of Voronoi setV(ρ) by including only
the data points the distance of which in feature
space issmaller thanρ. The parameterρ can
be chosen, for example, using model selection
techniques. As we have seen in the previous
section, the fact that the centers of the sphere
of smallest radius cannot be explicitly expressed
if the kernel mapping is only implicitly defined
does not undermine the method.

For a fixed choice of a kernel functionG, our
algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. Initialize K Voronoi setsVk(ρ), k =
1, ...,K using a small subset of thètrain-
ing points

2. Train a one-class SVM for eachVk(ρ)

3. Update eachVk(ρ)

4. If no Voronoi set changes in step 3 exit, oth-
erwise go to step 2

The convergence of this procedure is an open
problem though in all reported experiments [18]
the algorithm appeared to converge. The intu-
ition is that steps 2 and 3 mimick an Expectation
and a Maximization step. The similarity with
K-means is clear but we notice three important
differences. First, the algorithm does not aim
at minimizing the quantization error because the
Voronoi sets are not based on the computation of
the centroid (not even in feature space). Second,
depending on the choice of the constantρ, not
all points are necessarily assigned to one of the
K clusters. Third, since the expression of the
centers of the spheres in feature space might not

be available, the codevectors might be defined
only implicitly.
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